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Abstract

Sub-monolayer detection of adsorbed I is demonstrated with the cavity ring-down technique by using intra-cavity2

total-internal reflection to generate an evanescent field that probes the adsorption process. A precision, fused-silica
Ž .Pellin-Broca prism with ultra-smooth facets surface roughness ;0.05 nm r.m.s is employed to provide the intra-cavity

TIR. The known cross-section for the 1
S

q™3
P transition of I , which is largely invariant between pressure-broadenedg u 2

gaseous, weakly chemisorbed, and liquid states, provides quantification of sensitivity. A minimum detectable coverage of
;0.04 monolayer is determined at a weakly absorbed probe wavelength. q 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

The photon decay time of an optical cavity has
been used to characterize intrinsic cavity losses for

w x w xmany years 1 . O’Keefe and Deacon 2 extended
this strategy to the measurement of optical absorp-
tion spectra of gases. Since the publication of their
work in 1988, the field of cavity ring-down spec-

Ž .troscopy CRDS has expanded rapidly. A wide vari-
w xety of applications to both spectroscopy 3–9 and

w xkinetics 10–13 has appeared. Innovations in the
measurement technology have included extension to

w x w xthe ultraviolet 14 and infra-red regions 15 , Fourier
w xtransform CRDS 16 , and several strategies for em-

w xploying cw sources 17–19 . Yet in general the
technique has only been applied to the gas phase.
Extension to condensed phases requires new cavity

1 National Research Council postdoctoral associaterNIST.

designs that circumvent the introduction of addi-
tional intrinsic losses, while maintaining a well-de-
fined relationship between absorption loss and pho-
ton decay time. We recently explored a novel imple-
mentation of the CRDS concept that utilizes a broad-
band, total-internal-reflection-ring cavity to extend
CRDS to surfaces, thin films, and condensed matter

w xin general 20 . This Letter describes the first experi-
mental results in which CRDS is used to probe a
surface process and the first demonstration of a
CRDS cavity that incorporates intra-cavity total-in-

Ž .ternal reflection TIR .
The use of intra-cavity TIR has many advantages

for CRDS. TIR is a broadband process with an
efficiency that is limited only by surface-roughness-
induced scattering, if non-specular losses can be

w xneglected 21 . Evanescent waves, which are re-
quired to satisfy the boundary conditions on
Maxwell’s equations, arise as a natural consequence

0009-2614r97r$17.00 q 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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of TIR. The use of evanescent waves for probing
optical absorption forms the basis for attenuated total

Ž . w xreflectance ATR spectroscopy 22 , which has per-
mitted the solution of many diagnostic problems that
are intractable by transmission methods. Enhance-
ment of sensitivity by the use of a waveguide or
other TIR element that permits multiple reflections is
typically required in ATR spectroscopy due to the
inherently large minimum detectable absorbance
change per reflection. Yet for surface and thin-film
diagnostics, ATR offers substantial advantages over
transmission methods, since the electric field inten-
sity at the TIR interface can be strongly enhanced
and since interference fringes, which can obscure
small absorbance changes in transmission experi-
ments, are eliminated. Similar to transmission mea-
surements, light source fluctuations and detector
noise limit the ultimate performance of an ATR
spectrometer. The CRDS technique provides a strat-
egy for circumventing the effect of light source
fluctuations, since the absorption rate for individual
laser pulses is used instead of a ratio of optical
powers. By constructing a CRD cavity that incorpo-
rates intra-cavity TIR, the advantages of an evanes-
cent wave technique can be combined with the en-
hanced detection capability of CRDS to effectively
extend ATR into the trace analysis regime.

In this work, the detection and characterization of
a surface process by evanescent wave CRDS is
accomplished with a cavity design that incorporates
a ‘superpolished’, high-purity fused-silica Pellin-
Broca prism which provides a single intra-cavity TIR
per pass. Adsorption of I at the TIR surface, which2

is external to the cavity, is detected and character-
ized. Based on the estimated cross-section for ad-
sorbed I at 625 nm and the calculated surface2

electric field enhancement, a minimum detectable
coverage of 0.04 monolayer is determined.

2. Experimental

The optical configuration, which forms a stable
resonator with intra-cavity TIR, is depicted in Fig. 1.
The cavity consists of two concave, dielectric mir-

Žrors Newport 10CV00-SR.30F, 1 m radius of curva-
.ture with reflectivity of ;99.99% at 620 nm and a

Ž . Žfused-silica Corning 7940 Pellin-Broca prism CVI

Fig. 1. A stable cavity is depicted that incorporates intra-cavity
Ž .total-internal reflection TIR to permit surface processes to be

probed by cavity ring-down through absorption of the associated
evanescent wave. The cavity is formed from high-reflectivity,
dielectric mirrors and a superpolished, fused-silica Pellin-Broca
prism, which has high transmission for light polarized in the plane
of the cavity. A 20 ns laser pulse is injected through a cavity
mirror to excite cavity modes which decay at a rate that is
determined by the ratio of the round-trip time to the round-trip

Ž .losses as described by Eq. 1 . To minimize transverse mode
beating the output of the cavity is focussed by lens L onto diffuser
plate D prior to striking the PMT detector. The scope is triggered
by a photodiode.

.Laser which has a 632.8 nm design wavelength. The
prism was positioned on a two-axis tilt table with a
rotation axis normal to the plane of the cavity so that
the rotation axis corresponded to the line formed by
the intersection of the TIR plane surface and the

w xplane bisecting the angle z 23 in Fig. 1. To mini-
mize stress-induced birefringence, light clamping
pressure was used in mounting the prism. The cavity
mirrors were symmetrically separated from the prism
by 46 cm, which provided a beam waist radius at the
TIR surface of ;300 mm for the lowest-order
cavity mode. The Rayleigh range for this configura-
tion is ;44 cm, which provides nearly planar wave-
fronts at the Brewster angle surfaces, as well as at
the TIR surface. The output of an excimer-pumped,
dye laser using Sulforhodamine 640 was passed
through a Glan-laser prism prior to entering the
cavity to provide horizontally polarized light with an
extinction ratio of -10y3. The beam path inside the
cavity was enclosed and purged with dry nitrogen. A
nondegenerate cavity length was used without
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mode-matching of the input beam, resulting in the
efficient excitation of transverse modes with mode
indices n,mQ6, which is estimated from a compari-
son of the beam diameter at the input mirror to the
mode half-widths for the Hermite–Gaussian modes
w x24 . The cavity output was detected by a photo-

Žmultiplier tube Hammamatsu R955HA, wired for
w x.-1 ns rise time 13 located behind the second

mirror. All light exiting the cavity was efficiently
collected, passed through a diffuser plate, and fo-

w xcused onto the PMT to minimize mode beating 25 .
The output of the PMT was digitized by an 8-bit,

Ž .500 MSrs oscilloscope LeCroy Modela9374 with
a 25 MHz bandwidth-limiting filter and transferred
to a microcomputer for processing. The bandwidth-
limiting filter was applied to smooth longitudinal
mode-beating thereby yielding essentially pure, sin-
gle-exponential-decay waveforms for p-polarized in-
put. The individual waveforms were fitted using a
weighted, exponential fitting routine to extract the

decay times. Each point was obtained as an average
of 25 decay times. Typically, a 0.2% standard devia-
tion was obtained for data sets in which each point
was a 25 shot average. A representative, unfiltered
ring-down decay is shown in Fig. 2.

As a result of exposure to the ambient laboratory
atmosphere and general handling, the base ring-down
time for the cavity degraded slowly over time due to
the accumulation of absorbing or scattering matter
on the ultrasmooth surfaces. Although other strate-
gies may be equally suitable, we used a three-step

Ž .cleaning procedure involving: 1 the ‘drop-and-drag’
Žmethod with ultrahigh-purity methanol -0.1 ppm

. Ž .residue after evaporation to remove particulates; 2
followed by swabbing with an ultrahigh-purity wa-

Ž .terracetone saturated, binderless cotton swab; 3
followed by a final drop and drag with ultrahigh-pur-
ity methanol to remove the residual water. The origi-
nal base loss of the system was restored by using this
procedure.

Fig. 2. A typical, unfiltered ring-down decay curve obtained with the cavity of Fig. 1 is shown. For p-polarized input, nearly pure, single
exponential decay waveforms are obtained after filtering. The unfiltered data show longitudinal mode beating.
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The angle of incidence at the TIR surface for the
Pellin-Broca prism is 458, which is close to the
critical angle of 43.348 at the design wavelength.
This close proximity to the critical angle maximizes

w xthe surface electric field intensity enhancement 22 ,
but restricts this cavity design to diagnostics of
surface and thin-film phenomena, since bulk media
will frustrate the total reflection. However, since the
critical angle is essentially independent of the film
refractive index for films that are thin relative to the
evanescent wave decay length of ;0.6 mm, a wide
variety of thin-film systems can be studied. Adsorp-
tion of I was examined by contacting a cell contain-2

ing solid I at the TIR facet as shown in Fig. 1.2

Sufficient solid I was used in the cell to assure that2

equilibrium was rapidly established between the solid
and vapor thereby providing a constant I dosing2

pressure as established by the solidrvapor equilib-
Žrium. The vapor pressure of solid I was 37 Pa 0.282

. w xTorr 26 at the ambient temperature of 22.4"0.18C
Žduring the experiment. The cell dimensions 1.0 cm

.= 2.3 cm = 5.0 cm where large compared to the
sampled area, which is determined by the ;300 mm
beam waist at the TIR surface, so that the area being
probed experienced uniform dosing conditions.

Intra-cavity TIR introduces new intrinsic losses
that are not encountered in gas-phase CRDS cavities,
such as bulk attenuation and polarization-dependent
losses. In analogy to gas-phase CRDS, the photon
decay time can be expressed in terms of the round-trip
time, t , and the cavity losses according tor

t vŽ .

tr
s ,

2 1yR qLL qLL qLL q2 Gs v NŽ . Ž .bulk surf pol s

1Ž .

where R is mirror reflectivity, LL is the prismbulk

bulk attenuation, LL is the prism surface scatteringsurf

loss, LL is the total polarization-dependent loss,pol
Ž .and s v , G , and N are the absorption cross-sec-s

tion, surface field intensity enhancement, and num-
ber density for the adsorbed species, respectively.

Ž .Diffraction losses have been neglected in Eq. 1 ,
since the apertures associated with the mirrors and
prism are very large relative to the transverse pro-
files of the fundamental and significantly excited

w xhigher-order modes 25 . Nonspecular losses have
also been neglected, since the angle of incidence is
sufficiently separated from the critical angle to re-
duce nonspecular transmission to a negligible level
w x20 . Bulk attenuation is estimated to be 640 ppm per
round trip at 625 nm based on transmission data for

Ž . w xCorning 7940 fused silica ;80 ppmrcm 27 . The
surface scattering loss per round trip that is intro-
duced by the Pellin-Broca prism can be estimated

w xfrom 28

23 3 4pn s cos ui RMS i
LL s2 LL s2 , 2Ž .Ý Ýsurf i ž /l0is1 is1

where LL is the surface scattering loss per surface,i
Ž .s is the root-mean-square rms surface rough-RMS

ness, n is the incident-medium index of refraction,i

u is the angle of incidence, and l is the vacuumi 0
Ž .wavelength. From Eq. 2 the round-trip surface

scattering loss is found to be 5.4 ppm for the super-
polished prism with s s0.05 nm. This is to beRMS

contrasted with the 418 ppm loss calculated for the
prism prior to superpolishing which had a measured
s s0.44 nm.RMS

When bulk attenuation, surface scattering, and
mirror losses are sufficiently small, the intrinsic cav-
ity loss is largely determined by polarization-
dependent losses. The Pellin-Broca prism provides
high transmission for p-polarized light near the de-
sign wavelength, since light enters and exits the
prism at or near Brewster’s angle. The total polariza-
tion loss can be decomposed into in-plane and out-
of-plane losses with respect to the plane of the cavity
according to

LL sLL 5 qLL H , 3Ž .pol pol pol

where LL 5 arises from inaccuracies in the angles zpol

and e in Fig. 1 that introduce deviations from con-
current Brewster angle input and output, and LL H

pol

arises from deviations in the plane of polarization
from the ideal p-polarized state which are introduced
by pyramidal error and polarization properties of the
optical elements.

The in-plane loss per round trip that is introduced
by inaccuracies in the angles z and e can be esti-
mated by assuming an incident plane wave, expand-
ing the reflectivity for p-polarized light in a Taylor
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series around the Brewster angle, and truncating after
the first non-zero term to obtain

2u ,uB P ER uŽ .5 i5LL f2 uyuŽ .Ýpol i
Eui

2 24 41yn 1yn2 2s2 Du q DuŽ . Ž .B P3 ž /ž / 2n2n

241yn 2s D x , 4Ž . Ž .ž /n

Ž .where R u is the p-polarization amplitude reflec-5 i

tivity, Du and Du correspond to the deviationsB P

from Brewster’s angle for the airrfused-silica and
fused-silicarair interfaces, respectively, under opti-

Žmal alignment conditions limited by the fabrication
.error , and D xs2DeqDz . Note that if the errors

De and Dz both lead to larger or smaller values for
z and e , the error will accumulate. For the Pellin-
Broca, the angle z is a right angle, while e is
dependent on the prism refractive index, which is
ns1.457018 at the design wavelength of 632.8 nm,
so that the target values for z and e were 90.0008

and 79.4638, respectively. These angles and the pyra-
midal error where corrected during the superpolish-
ing process to within "5 arc minutes of the target

Ž .values. According to Eq. 4 , this leads to a maxi-
mum contribution to the round trip loss of 110 ppm,
assuming maximum error accumulation.

The out-of-plane polarization loss arises from
stress birefringence, pyramidal error, and depolariza-
tion by the concave, multilayer dielectric mirrors
which result in the generation of an s-polarization
component that is efficiently rejected by the Brew-
ster angle facets of the Pellin-Broca. Stress bire-
fringence exists as an inherent material property, but
can also be introduced by mounting. The polishing
process also introduces birefringence through the
generation of micro-crystalline cracks that propagate
into the clear aperture from the prism edges, which is

w xrelieved by an acid etch 29 of the unpolished
surfaces. Pyramidal error arises when the surface
normals of the input, TIR, and output facets of the
Pellin-Broca deviate from the same plane. Mirror
curvature and coating properties can also lead to
polarization scrambling. If the angle of the electric

field relative to the plane of the cavity is d , we find
that the out-of-plane polarization loss is given by

u ,uB P
2H 2LL s2 R u sin dŽ .Ýpol H i i

i

221yni 2 2s2 sin d qsin d , 5Ž .Ž .u u2 B P1qni

Ž .where R u is the s-state amplitude reflectivity,H i

and u and u are the incident angles at the rarer™B P

denser and denser™ rarer interfaces, respectively,
where the reflectivities and polarization angles are
evaluated. A detailed model could be developed for
d as a function of position in the cavity using a

w xJones matrix formulation 30 , but ultimately accu-
rate characterization of the particular optical compo-
nents becomes necessary to assess small losses. The
contribution of stress birefringence to the total loss
will be substantially reduced through the use of a
smaller prism which is fabricated from a selected
grade of material.

3. Results and discussion

To demonstrate detection of adsorbed I by2

evanescent wave CRDS, exposure of the Pellin-Broca
TIR surface to I vapor was cycled as shown in Fig.2

3, where the total cavity loss is plotted for four
adsorption and desorption cycles. The step-function-
like changes result from a 3 min equilibration time
following exposure or removal of the I cell, during2

which acquisition was halted. For each adsorption or
desorption phase, data were collected for 6 min at a
10 Hz repetition rate with 25 shots averaged per
point. Results for two wavelengths, 625 and 660 nm,
are shown, corresponding to the upper and lower
waveforms, respectively. The sensitivity for probing
the adsorption is greater at 625 nm compared to 660
nm as revealed by the difference in the slopes of the
adsorption curves. As discussed below, this differ-
ence arises from the difference in absorption cross-
section at these wavelengths for the 1

S
q™ 3

P tran-g u

sition of I , which in the gas phase has an absorption2

maximum at 520 nm with a s2.56=10y18
520 nm

2 w xcm rmolecule 31 , but other origins for this signal
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Fig. 3. The reversible adsorption of I on the superpolished fused silica TIR surface is demonstrated at two wavelengths by measuring the2

increased cavity loss resulting from sub-monolayer adsorption. Four typical adsorptionrdesorption cycles are shown to illustrate
reversibility and repeatability for each wavelength. The step-like changes result from stopping the acquisition to allow equilibration. The
larger slope detected at 625 nm compared with 660 nm arises from the larger absorption cross-section at 625 nm. The small difference in
base loss at the two wavelengths arises from the weak dependence of photon decay time on wavelength over this range.

change are worth considering. Polarization scram-
bling cannot account for the increase in cavity loss

Žwith adsorption, since for an isotropic or anisotropic,
.uniaxial adlayer, the s- and p-polarization states

w xremain orthogonal 32 . An increase in surface scat-
tering could contribute to the change in cavity loss
with adsorption through an increase in the surface
rms roughness, d . However, if the increase inRMS

d is assumed to be bounded above by the VanRMS
Ž .der Waals radius of I , then from Eq. 2 for the TIR2

surface, the increase in surface scattering loss due to
adsorption can be estimated to be at most 5% of the
total loss change. Furthermore, a much weaker de-
pendence on wavelength would be expected then is
found in Fig. 3. Indeed, evanescent wave spec-
troscopy is frequently used to probe highly scattering
materials due to an increased resistance to scattering
in comparison to transmission measurements. In ad-

dition, the results of Fig. 3 do not correspond to
gas-phase absorption, since for the I vapor pressure2

Ž .of 37 Pa 0.28 Torr and with an evanescent wave
decay length of ;600 nm, an absorbance change of
-0.1 ppm is expected, which is well below the
minimum detectable change for this experiment.

To quantify the sensitivity of evanescent wave
CRDS in the form of a minimum detectable cover-
age, values for the surface electric field intensity
enhancement and the absorption cross-section of ad-
sorbed I are needed. Since the absorption cross-sec-2

tion of the adsorbed form could differ significantly
from I in other states, a reliable estimation of this2

value is critical. Fortunately, the adsorption of I on2
w xsilica gel has been studied 33 , which provides

information on spectral changes and coverage. From
Fig. 3, it is apparent that the interaction between I2

and fused silica approaches equilibrium on a time
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scale of minutes. Fig. 4 shows an adsorption curve
over a much longer time period than Fig. 3, which
reveals the asymptotic approach to an equilibrium
coverage, Q . Given a value for the cross-section ande

the field intensity enhancement, an estimate of the I2

equilibrium coverage can be obtained, which can be
compared with studies on silica gel, since the value
of Q for the TIR facet of the fused-silica prism cane

be expected to be similar.
The inset in Fig. 4 shows the calculated surface

electric field and total field intensity enhancements
at the fused-silicarair TIR interface where the xz-
plane is the plane of incidence and the z-axis is
normal to the interface. At 458 the total field inten-
sity enhancement is ;7.4, which is dominated by
enhancement of the z-component of the field. There-
fore, adsorbates with transition dipoles that are ori-
ented perpendicular to the surface will experience
the maximum field enhancement. These calculations,

which are based on the Fresnel equations, are exact
within the local dielectric approximation, although
the effect of the adsorbate has been neglected. Esti-
mation of the absorption cross-section of the adsor-
bate might ordinarily be less certain. However, in the
visible region the absorption spectra of I for the2

w xpressure-broadened gas-phase 31 , the liquid phase
w xnear the critical point 34 , or weakly chemisorbed

w xon silica gel 33 , differ only slightly. The invariance
of the absorption coefficient and line shape with
increasing I density can be understood by recogniz-2

ing that the interaction between I molecules is2

dominated by a p™s
) intermolecular electron

transfer, which significantly alters the UV absorption
spectrum but has little effect on the intramolecular
1
S

q™ 3
P transition. Furthermore, the influence ofg u

the intermolecular transition on the visible transition
is especially weak on the long-wavelength side.
Therefore, the gas-phase value for the absorption

Fig. 4. Approximate Langmuir kinetics are observed for adsorption of I on the ultra-smooth, fused-silica, TIR surface of the Pellin-Broca2
Ž y6 y4 .prism when probed at 625 nm. A long exposure 1Ls1=10 Torr ss1.33=10 Pa s is required to reach equilibrium coverage at the

ambient temperature of 22.48C. The inset shows the surface electric field intensity enhancement for the fused-silicarair interface as a
Ž .function of angle of incidence. At 458 the enhancement is ;7.4. The 0,0 data point is included and a 3 min equilibration delay was used.
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cross-section at the probe wavelength, which is esti-
mated to be s s2.5=10y19 cm2rmolecule, can625

be used to extract Q and the minimum detectablee

coverage of adsorbed I . It is important to note that2

the gas-phase value represents a lower limit that will
underestimate the minimum detectable surface cov-
erage, since any small degree of line broadening will
at most enhance the cross-section at the edge of the
absorption band. Therefore, assuming N s5=1014

o
2 w xsitesrcm as the density of adsorption sites 33 , Eq.

Ž . 131 gives N s9.2=10 or Q s0.18, which iss e
w xlarger than previous estimates 33,35 but consistent

with the conclusion of a sub-monolayer equilibrium
coverage. Similarly, the minimum detectable cover-
age is estimated to be 0.04 monolayer. These calcu-
lations utilize the maximum field enhancement fac-
tor, which assumes that I is oriented normally to the2

surface, since the transition dipole is parallel to the
molecular axis due to strong spin–orbit coupling
w x36 .

The time dependence of adsorption shown in Fig.
4 also provides a potentially informative observable.
The time dependence apparently does not arise from
diffusion, since the effect is independent of the mass
of solid I in the cell beyond a threshold amount and2

the calculated estimate of mixing time is short rela-
tive to the equilibration time. The data of Fig. 4
appear to approximately correspond to Langmuir
adsorption kinetics. Langmuir adsorption assumes
that the sticking coefficient, s, is proportional to the

Ž .Ž .fraction of open sites Q , or sss 0 1yQ , where
Ž .s 0 is the zero coverage sticking coefficient, which

yields a simple integrated rate law given by

Q t sQ 1yeyk P t 6Ž . Ž . Ž .e

with

s ao s E r k Ta bks e , 7Ž .1r2
2pm kTŽ .I 2

where P is the I pressure, a is the area per site,2 s

and m , k, and T are the I molecular mass,I 22

Boltzmann constant, and absolute temperature, re-
spectively, and the form

s 0 ss eEa r k bTŽ . o

has been assumed for the zero-coverage sticking
coefficient. An approximate fit to the data of Fig. 4

Ž . y8yields s 0 f10 . If s s1, this implies E f0.5o a

eV. However, since the desorption rate is apparently
rapid compared to the adsorption rate based on the
results of Fig. 3, a small pre-exponential factor as
opposed to a large activation barrier more likely
accounts for the small sticking coefficient. A small
pre-exponential factor may arise from entropic ef-
fects associated with the presence of a water layer. A
more detailed analysis would be required to resolve
these issues.

4. Conclusions

CRDS with intra-cavity TIR has been demon-
strated to be a very sensitive technique for probing
surface processes. Since the length scale for the

Ž .electric field decay ;100 nm is long relative to
the length scale for establishing the chemical re-

Ž .sponse of a surface ;10 nm , evanescent wave
CRDS can be used to study a wide variety of surface
interactions. In comparison to electron spectro-
scopies, sub-monolayer sensitivity is readily achieved
without the requirement of an ultra-high vacuum
environment. In comparison with non-linear optical
techniques, the greater simplicity of the method
should provide significant advantages. Indeed
through the development of lower intrinsic loss cav-
ity designs, evanescent wave CRDS will likely pro-
vide a significant improvement over other linear
optical techniques such as waveguide ATR as well.
For example, a factor of 102 improvement in detec-
tion sensitivity over the results presented here can be
expected with a square, monolithic, TIR-ring cavity,
which eliminates polarization losses and minimizes

w xbulk losses 20 . Furthermore, the results discussed
here were obtained for a moderate absorber at a
weakly resonant probe wavelength. Extension to the
fingerprint IR region should also be especially pow-
erful.

Disclaimer. Identification of specific commercial
products in this paper is provided in order to specify
procedures completely. In no case does such identifi-
cation imply recommendation or endorsement by the
National Institute of Standards and Technology, nor
does it imply that such products have necessarily
been identified as the best available for the purpose.
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